EYES IN Magazine™ Unveils Issue
22: A Visually Captivating Edition!
August 2, 2013
New York, NY (RPRN) 08/02/13
— Vivian Van Dijk, Editor-inChief and President of EYES IN
Magazine™, (Periodic
Publication), has unveiled an
exceptional digital issue of her
critically acclaimed EYES IN
Magazine.

Vivian Van Dijk, Editor-in-Chief of EYES Issue 22 expresses a beautiful
summer showcase of energetic
IN Magazine
stories and vibrant colors, and
engages readers to a globally diverse selection of creators including: Dutch
fashion designer for the royals Jan Taminiau; “Wakolda” film actor Alex
Brendemühl; world renowned chef Ferran Adria; innovative real estate
builder for the stars, John Finton.
Snippets of these interviews include:
Fashion: Jan Taminiau Combines Romance with Structure for the Future of
Fashion
“Love is passion and passion is love. I do everything with passion and
passion is love.” –Jan Taminiau
Film: EYES in Cannes Film Festival: Wakolda Actor Alex Brendemuhl
“I love working with the stars and with constellations to connect with the soul

of the character. This means
that during the process, I forget myself. It is
sometimes very stirring, not always easy and I
sometimes wake up with nightmares. However,
at the same time, it is fascinating, especially
when you see the result of the work. It’s always
worth it.” –Actor Alex Brendemühl
Culinary Arts: Ferran Adria: The Man Who
Started the Gastronomic Revolution
“. . . cooking is short-lived. It’s ephemeral. A
plate is made and consumed, disappearing
physically. On the other hand, a song, a
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painting or a sculpture remain in time. They are similar in that they all exist to
excite and, in my case, reflect.” –Ferran Adria
Real Estate: John Finton: Building for the Stars
“John Finton is a builder with a global vision who is not afraid to tackle huge
projects and who has an open mind in finding new building materials and
ideas from different countries around the world. His success comes from his
ability to listen to his client’s wishes in detail and in knowing how to
incorporate their dream house into a real, stunning mansion.” –Vivian Van
Dijk
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As a publisher of the world's innovative creators & their masterpieces, EYES IN Magazine™ (MagBook)
spotlights innovation in fields of architecture, art, artists, beauty, books, culinary arts, culture, design, fashion,
film, finance, health, music, photography, real estate, science, technology and travel. It is a must read for anyone
who wants to stay informed on global trends, upcoming and celebrity creators in these areas. EYES IN
Magazine™ (MagBook) delivers a state-of-the-art visual experience into the minds & works of the most stunning
creators under the artistic & innovative view from Editor-in-Chief, Author, and Art Director, Vivian Van Dijk. EYES
IN Magazine™ releases digital publications once per month via the EYES IN Magazine™ app on the Apple
Newsstand as well as on the Amazon Kindle, Google Play, and Barnes & Noble Nook. Access to EYES IN
Magazine™ just got easier with our new Kindle Edition App available for Android free at Amazon.com http://amzn.to/10FwejR.
The company also sells printed collector books via CreateSpace and Lulu.com. The publications are a beautiful
extension of EYES IN Magazine's main brand, EYESIN.com. The Website is on average viewed by nearly 100
countries daily. Creators in those countries are the fruitful nutrition for exciting articles on the Website and for the
monthly EYES IN Magazine™ (Periodic Publication). For media, self-publishing, PR for Creators and
sponsorship or advertising inquiries, please contact Vivian Van Dijk at Vivian_Van_Dijk@eyesin.com. To learn
more visit www.eyesin.com.
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